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In response, more large enterprises are turning to low-code platforms to recruit citizen developers,
upskill junior employees and help pro coders work smarter and faster. “Low-code has become more ...
5 Ways Low-Code Delivers Real Value To Large Enterprises
IDG's Insider Pro and Computerworld named Discover to their 2021 Best Places to Work in IT rankings.
This award recognized the 100 top organizations that challenge their IT staffs while providing ...
Insider Pro and Computerworld Name Discover to 2021 List of 100 Best Places to Work in IT
The latest tease of Windows 11 has suggested that Teams will play an even more prominent role than
expected in the new software platform. The new build is set to integrate the Teams chat feature ...
Windows 11 is putting Microsoft Teams front and centre
Today’s AI systems inductively “learn” from selected training data, as from experience, observations and
trial and error, as if to acquire knowledge on their own, and this is known as machine learning ...
Causal Learning vs. Deep Learning: On a Fatal Flaw in Machine Learning
An investment in Lightspeed requires a belief in the recovery of the company's primary end markets of
brick & mortar retailers, hospitality businesses, and restaurants from the pandemic. Lightspeed ...
Lightspeed: An Investment In The Rebound Of Retail And Hospitality
Broaden your skills beyond previously high-demand niches to ensure your career continues to thrive in
the hybrid, cross-functional, cloud-based future of IT.
6 dead-end IT skills — and how to avoid becoming obsolete
With tech giants from Twitter to Facebook getting into the newsletter game, newcomers including Ghost
and Buttondown will have to differentiate their products to pull customers from the larger ...
Here’s How the Top Newsletter Platforms Challenging Substack Stack Up
This is a challenge that many members of the IT Pro Panel are grappling with on a daily basis, and in
this month’s IT Pro Panel discussion, we’re taking a look at how to instil a truly data-first ...
IT Pro Panel: Building a data-first culture
TAMPA, Fla. - A year after USF created the Pandemic Response Research Network and funded three rounds of
seed grants to ...
Researchers Report on Progress of COVID-19 Seed Grants
Threat actors have once again managed to scrape data from over 600 million user profiles on LinkedIn,
and have put it up for sale for an undisclosed sum, according to reports. This incident, says ...
Millions of LinkedIn users exposed in yet another massive data scrape
Developing such infrastructure can, however, be challenging from an engineering ... Devex Pro
subscribers may share up to 10 articles per month using the Pro share tool ( ). Thanks for reading ...
Impact infrastructure: Building resilient and sustainable communities
Law.com and Legaltech News are proud to announce this year’s winners for the Legalweek Leaders in Tech
Awards, celebrating the achievements of lawyers and companies leading technology, innovation and ...
The 2021 Legalweek Leaders in Tech Law Awards Winners Are Here!
SEE: Tools and tips for ... 16.04 LTS," Kartik Gupta, engineering manager for CI/CD & FinOps at tech
company Gojek, said in a press release. "With Ubuntu Pro on Google Cloud, we now can postpone ...
Ubuntu Pro launches for Google Cloud
Innovid, a 14-year-old ad tech company focused on connected television, plans to go public via a merger
with a publicly traded special purpose acquisition company. The deal implies a pro forma ...
TV ad tech company Innovid plans going public via SPAC
But in his critics’ world, what they would call reality, his work will become just another tool ... s
top tech giants: Everyone wanted to scoop up the most talented research and engineering ...
Meet the scientist teaching AI to police human speech
Youth sports are an integral part of our communities, bringing families together and helping kids all
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over gain confidence and skills. Most of us don’t think about all the work that goes into setting ...
LeagueApps raises $15M to be the ‘operating system’ for youth sports organizations
An international investigation found 23 Apple devices that were successfully hacked. “Zero-click”
attacks, as they are called within the surveillance industry, can work on even the newest generations
...
Despite the hype, iPhone security no match for NSO spyware
This week’s Android headlines; Samsung’s S Pen Pro confirmed, keeping the Galaxy cool, Galaxy Watch 4
leaks, the smartphone battleground for Christmas, Nokia’s short-lived leak, the potential OnePlus ...
Android Circuit: Galaxy Surprise Confirmed, OnePlus Explains Benchmark Results, Nokia’s Short-Lived Leak
My current interests include macro-economics, financial engineering ... tech. Yet, its structure makes
it more near-term trade than long-term strategic hold. One for your short-term trading tool ...
QLD Touts 2x Leveraged Exposure To Technology
A year after USF created the Pandemic Response Research Network and funded three rounds of seed grants
to kickstart research into the challenges presented by the pandemic, research and innovations ...
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